Nowadays, based on mobile devices and internet, social network services (SNS) are common trends to everyone. Social opinions as public opinions are very important to the government, company, and a person. Analysis and decision of social polarity of SNS about social happenings, political issues and government policies, or commercial products is very critical to the government, company, and a person. Newly coined words and emoticons on SNS are created every day. Specifically, emoticons are made and sold by a person or companies. Newly coined words are mostly made and used by various kinds of communities. The SNS big data mainly consist of normal text with newly coined words and emoticons so that newly coined words and emoticons analysis is very important to understand the social and public opinions. Social big data is informally made and unstructured, and on social network services, many kinds of newly coined words and various emoticons are made anonymously and unintentionally by people and companies. In the analysis of social data, newly coined words and emoticons limit the guarantee the accuracy of analysis. The newly coined words implicitly contain the social opinions and trends of people. The emotional states of people significantly are expressed by emoticons. Although the newly coined words and emoticons are an important part of the social opinion analysis, they are excluded from the emotional dictionary and social big data analysis. In this research, newly coined words and emoticons are extracted from the raw Twitter's twit messages and analyzed and included in a pre-built dictionary with the polarity and weight of the newly coined words and emoticons. The polarity and weight are calculated for emotional classification. The proposed emotional classification algorithm calculates the weight of polarity (positive or negative) and results in total polarity weight of social opinion. If the total polarity weight of social opinion is more than the pre-fixed threshold value, the twit message is decided as positive. If it is less than the pre-fixed threshold value, the twit message is decided as negative and the other values mean neutral opinion. The accuracy of the social big data analysis result is improved by quantifying and analyzing emoticons and newly coined words.
Introduction
As social networks services become popular and expresses social opinions more efficiently, social network service participants increase, and this increases the volume of social big data. Social big data increases a vast amount and this is increasing exponentially and spreading rapidly on social media. Also, social big data are mainly composed of mixed texts, music, and are the existing text-oriented data. By analyzing the emotions, opinions, and public opinion of these social big data, companies can create an emerging online market when social big data are used for corporate marketing and strategy development. The Korean government and global Korean company recognize social big data as important data and actively utilize it for customer's needs and demands. For this reason, research on text mining, natural language processing, and emotional analysis is actively carried out. The emotional analysis based on social big data can help people's consumption aspect and opinions on government policy or company product evaluation. According to the research [1] , companies analyze and survey consumers' opinion not only for their images, but also for other companies' products and services. However, social big data contains many newly coined words and emoticons. The newly coined words and emoticon express people's emotions and opinions appropriately and are directly related to the social emotion. These newly coined words and emoticons are difficult to classify systematically based on morphemes or are difficult to be preregistered. In this paper, Korean-based newly coined words and global emoticons are extracted from Twitter. The emotional polarity of SNS with the coined words are analyzed based on it.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review previous emotional analysis research and show weak points of them. The proposed social emotional opinion decision algorithms with newly coined words and the emoticon polarity of social network services (SNS) are described in Section 3. We introduce the architecture and function processes of social emotional opinion decision with newly coined words and emoticon dictionary and the experiment results are described in Section 4. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.
Related Works
Most of the early emotional analysis studies have analyzed the opinions of websites and social media services and provided analysis results of 'positive/negative' or 'good/no' [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In [9] , online blog sentences that cannot be correctly analyzed by the previous morpheme analyzer is focused on, because they have many kinds of grammatical mistakes and misspellings. Further, the length of sentences is too short to understand the exact meaning. In order to solve these problems, this research used the word selection method using the priority of the words in the sentence. In this paper, an emotional analysis module that constructs a word property database is proposed. The emotional analysis module is dependent on the part of speech by separating verb and cognition based on the part-of-speech information extracted from the morpheme analyzer. Ref. [9] used Support-vector machine (SVM) algorithm for text emotion analysis. Ref. [9] can compensate for errors in spelling and spacing, but emotional analysis is difficult for actual newly coined words and emoticons in [9] . In order to solve these problems, emotional words and information are extracted from the newly coined word and emoticon by additionally using the coined word and emoticon dictionary that are proposed in this paper. In [10, 11] , polarity is defined only as negative and positive, and did not considered newly coined words and emoticons. In [12] [13] [14] , polarity is classified between negative and positive. However, formal words and a formal dictionary are used to analyze SNS opinions. Previous Korean emotion classification research has not yet established a formal classification system for Korean emotion categories, and Korean emotional resource such as SentiWordNet in English is also lacking. This leads to the absence of learning corpus used in the machine learning approach, suggesting the difficulty of classifying Korean emotions.
Previous Korean emotional analysis techniques exclude profanity, abbreviation, newly coined words and emoticon, and only analyzing standard vocabulary in dictionaries. However, many articles (texts) such as SNS, homepage comments, and blogs contain spoken words, idiomatic expressions, Future Internet 2019, 11, 165 3 of 14 newly coined words, and emoticons. By filtering these texts, spoken words, idiomatic expressions, newly coined words, and emoticons are excluded from the emotional analysis process. In particular, Korean characters have vowels and consonants so that newly coined words come from a combination of vowels and consonants. These kinds of newly coined words need different emotional analyses from English and have words that are constructed from English. In this paper, emotional analysis methods for Korean-based newly coined words and emoticons are proposed.
Newly Coined Words and Emoticon Extraction
Generally speaking, the internet news provided by mass media uses standard words. However, the social data created by individuals include many non-standard words (newly coined words, emoticons, etc.). Newly coined words and emoticons are utilized in SNS and they have sentimental meaning. For example, the 'mujigaemaeneo (very poor manners)' in the article "geu salam-eun jeongmal mujigaemaeneoya!!! (He is in very poor manners!!!)' in social data is a newly coined word that combines 'muji (very)' and 'gaemaeneo (poor manners)' and has a negative meaning. However, when performing the emotional analysis based on the existing Korean dictionary, "mujigaemae (very poor manners)" of "geu salam-eun jeongmal mujigaemaeneoya!!! (He is in very poor manners!!!)" are excluded from the analysis even though they are important emotion words. If we separately set up newly coined words and emoticons as sentimental dictionaries and use existing emotional dictionaries based on Korean dictionaries, we can improve accuracy in emotional analysis. This study uses Twitter and Naver Blog to establish newly coined words and emoticons-based sentimental dictionaries. From collected social data, Twitter extracts the newly coined words, character type emoticons, 4-byte character type emoticons, and Naver blog extracts image type emoticons. Twitter uses its own search application programming interface (API) to collect social data, and since Naver does not provide its own API, it develops a separate crawler and collects blogs. We then extract the newly coined words and emoticons from the collected social data using the proposed algorithm. Figure 1 shows the whole process of the newly coined words and emoticon extraction process. In particular, Korean characters have vowels and consonants so that newly coined words come from a combination of vowels and consonants. These kinds of newly coined words need different emotional analyses from English and have words that are constructed from English. In this paper, emotional analysis methods for Korean-based newly coined words and emoticons are proposed.
Generally speaking, the internet news provided by mass media uses standard words. However, the social data created by individuals include many non-standard words (newly coined words, emoticons, etc.). Newly coined words and emoticons are utilized in SNS and they have sentimental meaning. For example, the 'mujigaemaeneo (very poor manners)' in the article "geu salam-eun jeongmal mujigaemaeneoya!!! (He is in very poor manners!!!)' in social data is a newly coined word that combines 'muji (very)' and 'gaemaeneo (poor manners)' and has a negative meaning. However, when performing the emotional analysis based on the existing Korean dictionary, "mujigaemae (very poor manners)" of "geu salam-eun jeongmal mujigaemaeneoya!!! (He is in very poor manners!!!)" are excluded from the analysis even though they are important emotion words. If we separately set up newly coined words and emoticons as sentimental dictionaries and use existing emotional dictionaries based on Korean dictionaries, we can improve accuracy in emotional analysis. This study uses Twitter and Naver Blog to establish newly coined words and emoticons-based sentimental dictionaries. From collected social data, Twitter extracts the newly coined words, character type emoticons, 4-byte character type emoticons, and Naver blog extracts image type emoticons. Twitter uses its own search application programming interface (API) to collect social data, and since Naver does not provide its own API, it develops a separate crawler and collects blogs. We then extract the newly coined words and emoticons from the collected social data using the proposed algorithm. Figure 1 shows the whole process of the newly coined words and emoticon extraction process. 
Social Data Collection
We collect Twitter and Naver blogs to collect social data for extracting newly coined words and emoticons. Twitter is a social network service that communicates in short sentences. The characteristics of Twitter include ease of use, speed and scalability, and asymmetric networks. In terms of ease of use, Twitter is not burdened with writing short-sentence-oriented content with a 140character limit. It also has an advantage that it can be easily linked with external web pages through mobile devices and APIs [1] . A blog can be a specific webpage format or a tool for creating it that can simply upload articles (such as short mentions on daily activities or existing articles) [2] . Real-time Twitter tweets are randomly collected through Twitter search API. Twitter's search API provides 
We collect Twitter and Naver blogs to collect social data for extracting newly coined words and emoticons. Twitter is a social network service that communicates in short sentences. The characteristics of Twitter include ease of use, speed and scalability, and asymmetric networks. In terms of ease of use, Twitter is not burdened with writing short-sentence-oriented content with a 140-character limit. It also has an advantage that it can be easily linked with external web pages through mobile devices and APIs [1] . A blog can be a specific webpage format or a tool for creating it that can simply upload Future Internet 2019, 11, 165 4 of 14 articles (such as short mentions on daily activities or existing articles) [2] . Real-time Twitter tweets are randomly collected through Twitter search API. Twitter's search API provides about 1%-2% real-time tweets for all of Twitter's tweet. Twitter4j library developed on the java platform is used. Figure 2 is a function using the Twitter4j library. Because Naver blog does not provide its own search API, it develops and uses a crawler that collects Naver blog. The crawler periodically collects the contents of the Naver blog included in the "Entertainment/Art" category. Figure 2 is a function using the Twitter4j library. Because Naver blog does not provide its own search API, it develops and uses a crawler that collects Naver blog. The crawler periodically collects the contents of the Naver blog included in the "Entertainment/Art" category. 
Preprocessing Process
Randomly collected tweets are raw data, and preprocessing is required to minimize errors in the extraction of newly coined words and emoticons. Randomly collected tweets contain some unneeded information, such as usernames, URLs, hashtags, and so on. Unnecessary information is not included in the subject of pre-extraction and may be a factor in lowering the accuracy of emotional analysis. To remove unnecessary information, this study uses the regular expression pattern of the java platform. Figures 3-5 are functions used in the preprocessing process of the tweeter. Figure 3 is a function for removing a URL from a tweet, Figure 4 is a function for removing a user ID, and Figure  5 is a function for removing a hash tag. The URL, user ID, and hashtags from randomly collected tweets using URL removal function, user ID removal function, and hashtag removal function. Table  1 is an example of a tweet in which a preprocessing process of a Twitter is completed. In Naver blog, image type emoticons consist of HTML tags. Since you do not need to extract the image type emoticons, you should remove all content and tags except the <IMG> tag from your blog. Twitter and blogs that have been preprocessed are stored in the social data database for the dictionary extraction. As shown in Table 2 , the dictionary extraction DB is composed of the original text ID number, the channel, and the content. The original number is a key value that is automatically generated when a Twitter and a blog are stored. A channel means a division between a Twitter and a blog, and a content means collected social data. 
Randomly collected tweets are raw data, and preprocessing is required to minimize errors in the extraction of newly coined words and emoticons. Randomly collected tweets contain some unneeded information, such as usernames, URLs, hashtags, and so on. Unnecessary information is not included in the subject of pre-extraction and may be a factor in lowering the accuracy of emotional analysis. To remove unnecessary information, this study uses the regular expression pattern of the java platform. Figure 3 is a function for removing a URL from a tweet, Figure 4 is a function for removing a user ID, and Figure 5 is a function for removing a hash tag. The URL, user ID, and hashtags from randomly collected tweets using URL removal function, user ID removal function, and hashtag removal function. Table 1 is an example of a tweet in which a preprocessing process of a Twitter is completed. In Naver blog, image type emoticons consist of HTML tags. Since you do not need to extract the image type emoticons, you should remove all content and tags except the <IMG> tag from your blog. Twitter and blogs that have been preprocessed are stored in the social data database for the dictionary extraction. As shown in Table 2 , the dictionary extraction DB is composed of the original text ID number, the channel, and the content. The original number is a key value that is automatically generated when a Twitter and a blog are stored. A channel means a division between a Twitter and a blog, and a content means collected social data. Figure 2 is a function using the Twitter4j library. Because Naver blog does not provide its own search API, it develops and uses a crawler that collects Naver blog. The crawler periodically collects the contents of the Naver blog included in the "Entertainment/Art" category. 
Extraction of Newly Coined Words
We use Naver-open dictionaries as base data for extracting newly coined words from social data. The Naver Open Dictionary, a user-participation-open dictionary has 32 new languages including Korean, English, Chinese, and Japanese, registered on the website (opendict.naver.com). Users of open dictionaries can evaluate "good" or "dislike" for new words registered by other users and can register new ones in the open dictionary directly. The newly coined words are displayed on the page in the "real-time word" list as shown in Figure 6 and waits for evaluation by other users. In this study, we developed a dedicated web crawler to extract Naver-open dictionary. Figure 6 is the "real-time word" page of the Naver-open dictionary website that the web crawler will collect. The search conditions at the time of collection are limited to Korean. Since the Naver Open Dictionary is a user participation dictionary, it can be a dictionary word that does not match the dictionary meaning or is not frequently used in the SNS. To solve this problem, we store words and meanings of dictionaries containing more than 10 'likes' in the Naver Open Dictionary DB. We use the collected Naver-Open Dictionary to extract the newly coined words and emoticons from social data. 
Separation of Word Unit
In the word segment separation step, the tokenizing operation for the word phrase is performed after separating the social data into the word units. The original social data table for extracting newly coined words and emoticons stores only some data of the entire social data. A raw social data table for extracting a newly coined word and an emoticon is extracted by extracting only partial data of the entire social data. The boundary between the word and the word is decided based on the spacing. The words in spacing units in the original social data table for extracting newly coined words and emoticons are tokenized. Then, when we are performing emotional analysis, a raw social data table for emotional analysis including collected keywords is also tokenized in a space unit.
Emoticon Extraction
In this study, three types of emoticons are extracted from tokenized words. First, it extracts emoticons of the form consisting of a combination of characters such in Figure 7 . Hangul expresses characters by combining the three elements of initial/neutral/longitudinal sound. Therefore, Hangul cannot express a character as a single element of initial/neutral/longitudinal sound. However, most of the emoticons consist of only the initial sound. Using these characteristics, a word consisting of only an initial sound in a tokenized word is judged as an emoticon and extracted. The extracted character type emoticons are stored in the emoticon candidate table. Second, we extract the emoticon of the image form as shown in Figure 8 . Recently, as the online community evolves, it is changing from a character-shaped emoticon to an image-type emoticon. SNS companies develop their own unique image emoticons and provide them to users. Image-type emoticons are generally composed of <IMG> tags in HTML format. After extracting the <IMG> tag from the tokenized word, it finds unique patterns of SNS companies only. For example, if there is a value of "sticker image" in alt attribute in the emoticon tag of image form in Figure 8 , extract <IMG> tag. The extracted <IMG> tag 
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In this study, three types of emoticons are extracted from tokenized words. First, it extracts emoticons of the form consisting of a combination of characters such in Figure 7 . Hangul expresses characters by combining the three elements of initial/neutral/longitudinal sound. Therefore, Hangul cannot express a character as a single element of initial/neutral/longitudinal sound. However, most of the emoticons consist of only the initial sound. Using these characteristics, a word consisting of only an initial sound in a tokenized word is judged as an emoticon and extracted. The extracted character type emoticons are stored in the emoticon candidate table. Second, we extract the emoticon of the image form as shown in Figure 8 . Recently, as the online community evolves, it is changing from a character-shaped emoticon to an image-type emoticon. SNS companies develop their own unique image emoticons and provide them to users. Image-type emoticons are generally composed of <IMG> tags in HTML format. After extracting the <IMG> tag from the tokenized word, it finds unique patterns of SNS companies only. For example, if there is a value of "sticker image" in alt attribute in the emoticon tag of image form in Figure 8 , extract <IMG> tag. The extracted <IMG> tag is stored in the emoticon candidate table with a character type emoticon. Third, we extract the emoticons in 4-Byte Unicode character, as shown in Figure 9 . 4-Byte Unicode characters have been extended from 2-Byte Unicode characters to 4 Byte, so that it is possible to represent characters in picture format. Emoticons that use 4-Byte Unicode characters are "Emoji" developed by NTT TOKOMO Co., Ltd. of Japan. "Emoji" is supported by Apple and Google as well as SNS company Facebook. A 4-Byte Unicode character-type emoticon extraction process, such as "Emoji", examines all characters in the tokenized word to find a character encoded in 4-Byte Unicode. The extracted 4-Byte Unicode character type emoticons are stored in the emoticon candidate table as character type emoticons. 
Dictionary Registration
If the extraction of the newly coined word and emoticon is completed, the registrant registers the newly coined word and emoticon emotion dictionary. The registrant categorizes the effective newly coined words and the effective emoticons in the newly coined word candidate table and emoticon candidate table. Valid newly coined words that are not included in the general emotional dictionary and the newly coined word dictionary include buzzwords or feed stuff items that represent political and social issues. The feed stuff is Korean slang, which is mainly used by teenagers. Among adults, the frequency use of feed stuffs is increasing, and the use of feed stuffs is also spreading rapidly in SNS. Valid emoticons that are not registered in the emoticons dictionary include character type emoticons, Emoji emoticons, and image tag type emoticons. The classification of valid newly coined words and emoticons is done manually. To solve this problem, we developed a 
If the extraction of the newly coined word and emoticon is completed, the registrant registers the newly coined word and emoticon emotion dictionary. The registrant categorizes the effective newly coined words and the effective emoticons in the newly coined word candidate table and emoticon candidate table. Valid newly coined words that are not included in the general emotional dictionary and the newly coined word dictionary include buzzwords or feed stuff items that represent political and social issues. The feed stuff is Korean slang, which is mainly used by teenagers. Among adults, the frequency use of feed stuffs is increasing, and the use of feed stuffs is also spreading rapidly in SNS. Valid emoticons that are not registered in the emoticons dictionary include character type emoticons, Emoji emoticons, and image tag type emoticons. The classification of valid newly coined words and emoticons is done manually. To solve this problem, we developed a dedicated tool to clarify the classification. The dedicated tool can search the extracted newly coined words and emoticons in detail as shown in Figure 10 and can specify polarity and weight. Polarity can be classified into positive and negative, and weights can range from 1 to 5. The newly coined words and emoticons registered using the dedicated tool are stored in the emotion dictionary table.
Future Internet 2019, 11, x; doi: FOR PEER REVIEW www.mdpi.com/journal/futureinternet dedicated tool to clarify the classification. The dedicated tool can search the extracted newly coined words and emoticons in detail as shown in Figure 10 and can specify polarity and weight. Polarity can be classified into positive and negative, and weights can range from 1 to 5. The newly coined words and emoticons registered using the dedicated tool are stored in the emotion dictionary table. 
Emotional Analysis
Proposed emoticon and newly-coined words polarity decision system consists of enter process of collected keyword, social data collection process, contents pre-processing process, morpheme extraction process and emotional classification process in Figure 11 . 
Entering Collected Keywords
Emotional analysis users select the topics to be subjected to emotional analysis for social big data emotional analysis and enter it. For example, in an emotional analysis of the social big data of the 2017 U-20 World Cup Korea vs. Portugal game held on 30 May 2017, the analysis users enter the search term as 2017.05.30, the search term is "U20" "Soccer", "World Cup", "Korea Portugal". 
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Entering Collected Keywords
Emotional analysis users select the topics to be subjected to emotional analysis for social big data emotional analysis and enter it. For example, in an emotional analysis of the social big data of the 2017 Future Internet 2019, 11, 165 9 of 14 U-20 World Cup Korea vs. Portugal game held on 30 May 2017, the analysis users enter the search term as 2017.05.30, the search term is "U20" "Soccer", "World Cup", "Korea Portugal".
Collecting Social Data
When collecting social data, the collection process collects the collected data including the search word entered in the "input step of the collected keyword" using the API provided by the SNS vendor. The collected data containing the query are stored in the original message table. As shown in Table 1 , the elements of the original message table are automatically generated keys as the original text number (ID), and the collected messages are the contents (CONTENT).
Preprocessing Process
The collected data containing the query are raw data, and a preprocessing process is required to minimize errors in emotion analysis. The collection data containing the query include some unnecessary information such as user name, URL, and hash tag. Unnecessary information is information that is not subject to analysis. Therefore, it may be a factor that lowers the accuracy of emotional analysis. To remove unnecessary information, this study uses the regular expression pattern of the java platform. Figure 4 is a function that removes the URL if the message contains a URL, and Figure 5 is a function that removes the user ID when the user ID is included in the message. Figure 6 is a function that removes a hash tag when a hash tag is included in the message. URL removal function, user ID removal function, and hashtag removal function are applied to the collected data including the search term, and the user name, URL, and hash tag entry are removed. The collected data, including the search term after the preprocessing process, are stored in the correction data table. The elements of the correction data table are the same as the original data table.
Morpheme Extraction
The morpheme is extracted by the morpheme extractor process in the message in which the preprocessing has been completed. In [9] , morphemes is defined as the basic unit for analyzing language and the smallest grammar unit, that cannot be analyzed any more. Morphological analysis is also a process of separating morphemes from words and restoring them. In order to extract the morpheme of the message, this study uses the 2.4 version of the Comoran morpheme analyzer, Shin-Jun Su, provided in the form of a Java library. Unlike conventional morpheme analyzers, Comoran morpheme analyzer can analyze multiple phrases as a part of speech, allowing more accurate analysis of proper nouns including white space (movie title, restaurant name, song title, etc.). In this study, only the verbs, nouns, and adjectives that will match the emotional word among the parts of the morpheme extracted by the Comoran morpheme analyzer are used for emotional classification. The extracted morphemes are stored in the morpheme table. Elements of table consist of original number (ID) and morphology (MORPHEME).
Emotional Classification
In general, emotional classification of natural language is classified into analysis method based on emotion dictionary and analysis method through machine learning. The analysis method based on the emotion dictionary calculates how many times the emotion word is included in the natural language. In this paper, the emotion dictionary-based analysis method is used. In addition to the basic emotion dictionary, a new emulation dictionary and newly coined-word dictionary are separately constructed and used for emotion analysis. The basic emotion dictionary uses the Korean sentiment analysis corpus (KOSAC) of [10] . Korean Emotion Analysis Corpus (KOSAC) annotated 17,582 emotional expressions, using 332 newspaper articles and 7744 sentences as a commentary for constructing Korean emotion corpus essential for emotional analysis [10, 17] . Elements of the emotion dictionary using the Korean emotion analysis corpus are composed of a dictionary code (SEQ), a dictionary name (WORD), a polarity (SENTIMENT), and a weight (INTENSITY). In Figure 12 , the polarity of the emotion dictionary is positive if the word is a positive word or negative if it is a negative word. The weights are weighted from 1 to 4, and the higher the number, the stronger the polarity. The newly coined words and emoticon dictionary are extracted by using the coined word and emoticon extraction process presented in this paper. In general, the analysis method based on emotion dictionary extracts morphemes from natural language through morphological analysis and whether the morpheme contains emotion words is computed. However, morphological extraction is impossible because the newly coined word and emoticon do not have a basic morpheme. In order to solve this problem, we first extract morphemes using morphological analyzer as well as an existing emotional analysis method and extract emotional words by comparing them with basic emotional dictionaries in extracted morpheme. In the second step, the newly coined word and emoticon are extracted from the completed data before the morphological analysis using the newly coined words and emoticon dictionary. Emotion words, newly coined words, and emoticons extracted from the message include polarity and weight, and polarity and weight are used for emotional classification. The emotion classification equation summarizes the weights among the words with positive polarity and adds all the weights among the words with negative polarity. Subsequently, the negative weight value is subtracted from the sum of the positive weight values, and the resulting value stores the corresponding value in the variable. Here, if the result value is more than 1, the sensitivity of the message is determined as affirmative. If the result is less than 1, the negative value is determined.
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Discussion
Based on newly coined words and emoticon extraction process presented in this paper, we have constructed a newly coined word and emoticon extraction and classification system and an emotional analysis system with newly coined words and emoticon based on the emotional analysis process in Chapter 4. The system is built on JAVA JDK 1.6 and CentOS 6.5. MYSQL 5.5 is used as the database to store social data. The social data are extracted only from Twitter. We used twitter4j library and the Java Wrapper of Twitter API, in order to randomly collect tweets in Korean. The collection period is 
Based on newly coined words and emoticon extraction process presented in this paper, we have constructed a newly coined word and emoticon extraction and classification system and an emotional analysis system with newly coined words and emoticon based on the emotional analysis process in Section 4. The system is built on JAVA JDK 1.6 and CentOS 6.5. MYSQL 5.5 is used as the database to store social data. The social data are extracted only from Twitter. We used twitter4j library and the Java Wrapper of Twitter API, in order to randomly collect tweets in Korean. The collection period is from 7 March 2018 to 7 May 2018, and a total of 4,210,744 tweets were collected. The collected tweets were processed through a preprocessing process to remove the URL, user ID, and hashtag. We collected 90,373 Naver Open dictionaries using the crawlers developed in the JAVA language for extracting new words from the collected tweets. In the collected tweets, if the word in the open dictionary is included, it is judged as a newly coined word, and 55,996 cases were extracted. Also, 31,340 character-type emoticons and 1171 4-bit type character-type emoticons were extracted for the emoticons. Image-type emoticons are excluded because they are not provided by Twitter. On Twitter, we collected 725,928 tweets from 6 August 2018 to 7 September 2018, with the keyword 'idol.' As a criterion for measuring the accuracy of the emotion analysis method presented in this paper, a person directly classified tweets having a positive inclination and a tweet having a negative inclination in a tweet. The process of categorizing 725,928 tweets by hand requires a lot of time and labor, limiting the number of positive tweets to 926, negative tweets to 327, with a total of 1253 validation tweets. The evaluation items of this experiment were emotion analysis accuracy using existing Korean dictionary-based emotion dictionary, emotion analysis accuracy using new word and emoticon emotion dictionary, emotion analysis accuracy using existing Korean dictionary-based emotion dictionary, and newly coined word and emoticon emotion dictionar, respectively. The tweets are pre-verified and the URL, user ID, and hashtag of tweets are removed. The emotion dictionary based on the existing Korean dictionary uses Korean sentiment analysis corpus (KOSAC). Korean Sentiment Analysis Corpus (KOSAC) consists of morphemes. Therefore, we extract morphemes from the tweets for verification in emotional analysis using emotional dictionary based on existing Korean dictionary, and then extract emotional words by matching Korean sentiment analysis corpus (KOSAC). Shin Won-Su's Comorian morpheme analyzer 2.4 [10] was used for morphological extraction from the verification tweet. The measurement method verifies the correspondence between the tweet of positive inclination and the tweet of negative inclination classified by the person in the verification tweet. Figure 13 shows the frequency of use of newly coined words and emoticons in tweets used in experiments. In total, 65.4% of the collected tweets had newly coined words and emoticons used in the experiment. SNS users usually use standard words, newly coined words, and emoticons in the tweets. The evaluation items of this experiment were emotion analysis accuracy using existing Korean dictionary-based emotion dictionary, emotion analysis accuracy using new word and emoticon emotion dictionary, emotion analysis accuracy using existing Korean dictionary-based emotion dictionary, and newly coined word and emoticon emotion dictionar, respectively. The tweets are preverified and the URL, user ID, and hashtag of tweets are removed. The emotion dictionary based on the existing Korean dictionary uses Korean sentiment analysis corpus (KOSAC). Korean Sentiment Analysis Corpus (KOSAC) consists of morphemes. Therefore, we extract morphemes from the tweets for verification in emotional analysis using emotional dictionary based on existing Korean dictionary, and then extract emotional words by matching Korean sentiment analysis corpus (KOSAC). Shin Won-Su's Comorian morpheme analyzer 2.4 [10] was used for morphological extraction from the verification tweet. The measurement method verifies the correspondence between the tweet of positive inclination and the tweet of negative inclination classified by the person in the verification tweet. Figure 13 shows the frequency of use of newly coined words and emoticons in tweets used in experiments. In total, 65.4% of the collected tweets had newly coined words and emoticons used in the experiment. SNS users usually use standard words, newly coined words, and emoticons in the tweets. Figure 14 shows the results of the analysis on the positive tweets. The accuracy of emotional analysis by Korea standard word with emotional dictionaries, the accuracy of emotional analysis by the proposed newly coined words and emoticon dictionary, the accuracy of emotional analysis by Korea standard word with emotional dictionaries and the proposed newly coined words and emoticon dictionary are compared. The accuracy of emotional analysis by Korea standard word with emotional dictionaries is 53.5%. The accuracy of emotional analysis by the proposed newly coined words and emoticon dictionary is 56.3%. The accuracy of emotional analysis by Korea standard word with emotional dictionaries and the proposed newly coined words and emoticon dictionary is 80.2%. With Korean standard word with emotional dictionaries and the proposed newly coined words and emoticon dictionary, accuracy improvement of emotional analysis is 26.7%. The number of positive tweets is affected by events as like concert, donations, and showcases. For newly coined words and emoticons that are not included in the first analysis stage, polarity of positive tweets is decided only with Korean standard words with emotional dictionaries. After that, polarity of positive tweets with the proposed newly coined words and emoticon dictionary added to polarity of positive tweets are decided with Korea standard words with emotional dictionaries. Figure 15 shows the negative tweet results. The average accuracy of emotional analysis using standard word based emotional dictionaries is 55.8%. The average accuracy of emotional analysis using new emulation and emoticon-based emotional dictionaries is 53.8%. The average accuracy of emotional analysis using standard word-based emotional dictionaries and new terms and emoticonbased emotional dictionaries is 80.1%, which is 24.3% higher than the existing emotion analysis. Emotional analysis results of negative tweets yielded similar experimental results as well as positive tweets. Emotional dictionaries based on the Korean standard word and the emotional dictionaries based on the newly coined word and emoticon showed a similar level of emotion analysis accuracy. Figure 15 shows the negative tweet results. The average accuracy of emotional analysis using standard word based emotional dictionaries is 55.8%. The average accuracy of emotional analysis using new emulation and emoticon-based emotional dictionaries is 53.8%. The average accuracy of emotional analysis using standard word-based emotional dictionaries and new terms and emoticon-based emotional dictionaries is 80.1%, which is 24.3% higher than the existing emotion analysis. Emotional analysis results of negative tweets yielded similar experimental results as well as positive tweets. Emotional dictionaries based on the Korean standard word and the emotional dictionaries based on the newly coined word and emoticon showed a similar level of emotion analysis accuracy.
using new emulation and emoticon-based emotional dictionaries is 53.8%. The average accuracy of emotional analysis using standard word-based emotional dictionaries and new terms and emoticonbased emotional dictionaries is 80.1%, which is 24.3% higher than the existing emotion analysis. Emotional analysis results of negative tweets yielded similar experimental results as well as positive tweets. Emotional dictionaries based on the Korean standard word and the emotional dictionaries based on the newly coined word and emoticon showed a similar level of emotion analysis accuracy. Figure 15 . Accuracy analysis of negative tweets.
Conclusions
As mobile devices were developed and gained popularity, smartphones became a necessity in everyday life, and the exchanges of personal opinions about social issues or society happenings through smart phones enter into general use. As a result, the importance of analyzing individual opinions in SNS is increasing. Specifically, companies and governments have been interested in the results of emotional analysis on social data. However, research on emotion analysis techniques for newly coined words and various kinds of emoticons has been limited due to too quick modification and creation of newly coined words and emoticons.
In this research, a newly coined words and emoticons dictionary construction and analysis method is proposed. For newly coined words and emoticons dictionary construction, the morphological analyzer extracts the morphemes from the twit messages of Twitter, and the newly coined word and emoticon are extracted from the pre-processed data (morphological analysis results). This newly coined words and emoticons dictionary is used to decide the polarity of twit messages. In newly coined words and emoticons dictionary analysis method, the social data emotional polarity decision algorithm is proposed. The social data emotional polarity decision algorithm uses an emotion classification equation and the proposed newly coined words and emoticons dictionary. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the newly coined words and emoticon in emotional analysis of SNS (twitter messages), we compared the results analyzed in the emotion dictionary based on the existing Korean dictionary and the analysis results based on the newly coined word and emoticon dictionary. After collecting about 700,000 twits that contain the keyword 'idol' from from 6 August 2018 to 7 September 2018 using Twitter's API, emotional analysis experiments showed that emotions, including new words and emoticon dictionaries, the accuracy of the analysis and the accuracy of the non-emotional analysis are, respectively, improved.
In order to fully understand the user base and to correctly analyze the relationship between the users and the options, user analyze can be added for further studies. This study has its limitations as it did not include detailed user information, since Twitter API does not provide it. Added user survey can provide more details about the relationship between the sentiment opinions and where and how the differences or correlations lie among certain users or certain group of users.
